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A8STRACY

The sensitivity of the TOrrance Tests of Creative Thinking .

with regard to an experimenter-induced response set was

investigated. 198 Subjects were divided into four groups.
4

ofore performtng the Unusual Uses Activity (Verbal Form A", each

group was given a unique set of *Instructions. Group I received

standard instructions and acted osier Control. Other Treatments

ikere varied in terms o4\_the_Aypes of resat:loses that were

encouraged. Group II was encouraged to .be"oractical and

reasonable"; Group III was encouraged to list "as many ideas" as

Possible; and Group IV was encouraged to include all .`unusuat,

weird, or ittopicae ideas. A multivariate Dunnett test resulted

in Groups III .and IV being significantly different from the

Contriol. (p<.01; P(.05). Discriminant ahalysis yeilded two

signiOicant functions (0<o001; P<.026). suggestina that

univariate analysis of -the Torrance scaled of Fluency,

Flexibility. and Originality/Ian be misleading. The Torrance

Tests were judged to be highly sensitive to experimenter bias.



A METHODOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE TORRANCG TESTS OF CREATIVITY:
4 CAN CREATIVITY BE FAXED?

Joseph L. Willhoft g Robert H. Lissitz
UoiVersity'of Maryland

I

The assessment of non-cognitive traits of the individual has

always been a concern in-.psychology and education.- ,Interest

ouring the 60s. and 70's fn affective edUcational ptograms, and

current -intereSt in indentification of- the talented and gifted

have resulted, in the development of many instrOments ,for

., measuring non-cognitive abilities. Among these measures are a

.number of tests of creativity (Guilford (1956), Getzets and

Jackson (102), Mednick (1962). Torrance (1966b), iwatlach and

Kogan (1965)). In this study we investigated the Most commonly'

used of these tests,.-the -Torrance Tests of..Creative ThinkiP0

(TOrrance. 1966)4,,

Guilford (106) developed a formutation of creativitiy in

oistinguishing between convergent and , divecdiq t 'thinking.

According to his structure ol the intelle-et-0, divergent orocesses

had four dimensions: 'fluenci., flexibility, originality, and

elaboration. -During Abe'lati 50"s and.intosthe mid-60's E. Paul

'forrance devetoped a standardized test to measure creative-

-- thinking along these dimensions. In 1966 le research edition of

th4 Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) was published.

ince that time the TTCT has become.the most widely used battery

of tests of creativity.. Of all the instruments contained in the

Eighth Mental Measurements Yearbook (Buros. 1978). the TTCT

ranked tkenty-fourth in total number of reference's, and had the

most references of aAl tests of creativity.

Torrance (1966b) erationalizes creitivity as:

disharmonies. and-so on: identifyino the difficulty;
deficiencies, gaps, in knowledge,- missing elements(
"a Process becominp sensitive to Problems, .

seachiing for. Splutions, making guesses, or formulating
hypotheses aboutrthe difficulties; tepting and retestihg
these hypotheses and Possibly modifying and retesting
them; and finally communicating the resuAts."
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in supporting this -definition, Torrance (1966b) states that he

'views creativi as a "generalized constellation of intellettual

abilities, Pe sonality variablis, and oroblem-,solvino traits."

implicit jli this (view is the .notion.thpt the Torrance Tes\ts

measure fairly'stable capacity ofiihe individual. ,

owever, there is considerable evidence that'performance on
. 0 .

te s bf creativity can be influenced by conditions of testing.

lkind, Deblinger and Adler (1970) found that scores on the
, 1

wallach and Kogan Creativity Battery (1965) were affected by

whether or not children were interru ted from interesting or-

uninteresting classeoom activities i order to be tested. They

identtfied this as a "context effec rL Kirkland (1974) and

Ktrkland. .Kilpatrick and Barker (19 6) rep4icated these findings

using th Torrance Tests. I a similar study. Boersma and

U'Eleyan (1968) found th sublextvoiven the TiCT in the sage

room where they had been given an intelligence test on the

previous day scored significantly lower than subjects given the

TTCT in a dissimilar setting.
,

The findings of motivational effects on TTCT performance are

more equivocal. While Halpin and 'Halpin (1973) were able to

impr-ove TTCT scores under conditions of increased motivation,

Cox, Nash and Ash (1976) found no ect when TTCT Derformance

was linked to rewards.

In addition to antecedant conditions and motivatioal

effects, sone researchers h ve focused on the0 instructions that

ore given to test takers. Post of this ekearch has been limited

to comparing standard instructions with anxiety-producing
,

Bamberg Jose and Boice (1975) foundinstructions. that

"differential instructions (as a test, as a oame, without

instructions)...did not affect creativity" among undergraduate

subjects, although such effects had been found with children

(Bambrr. 1973). Similarly. Trentham (1972), using onlY the
1

Uriginality scores- of the TTCT. ;found no difference between

subjects given regular instructions and subjects given

anxiety-producing (i.e., achievement-oriented) instructions.

The present study was designed to see if TICT creativity

4



scores-could be afiected by Sublecls° perceptions of ihe criteria

for 4,uccessiul performance. We hypothesized that byalterino the

standard instructions (to emphasize different'types of responses.

as bring acceptable) we wduld bie able to affect creativity

s-cores. The analcuay we used was totask ourselves what effect a

simiUar experiment might have on a measure of academic

achievement. For example, could one expect a difference in, say,

mathematics achievement scores as a result of subjects being told

that they should demonstrate extra mathematics ability? we felt

. that no such differences could be anticipated on a valid

achievement test. However, as Crockenburg (1972) pointed ouit In

her review of tests of creativity, "(w)hile we cannot readily

uismiss the Torrance Test, neither is it reasonable to conclude

that it is a valid measure of the creative process". If our

hypothesis were supported, we felt this would be further evidence

against the validity of the TTCT, and would support the, notion

- that a major component of creativity scores is the respon&e-set

under which test takers operate.

f

PROCEDURE

198 subjects participated in this study. All subjects were

graduate students in the college of Educatfbn at the University

uf.maryland and were enrolled in either a beginning or an

intermediate statistics class. The nine sections of these two

classes were randomly assigned to orVe of the four treatments.

This resulted. in the. following cell distribution: Treatment

I--two sections, 49 subjects; Treatment II--tGo sections, 49

subjects; TreAtment IIIwtwo sections, 46 subjects; Treatment'

IV--thre'e sections, 54 subjects,

The instrument used in this study was ActivIty Five (Unusual

Uses:Cardboard Boxes) of Verbal.Form A of the TTCT. In this

activity subjetts are given 10 minutes to list as many new and

unu.sual uses for cardboard 'boxes ps they can think of.

Performance inOhis activity is scored on three scales: Fluency.

Flexibility, and Originality. 'Fluency is defined as: "the test
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taker's ability to produce ajarge numbero.1 idea* 'witkiwordk.."
-p

,Flexibility is defined as: "a perton's 40ility "to orgdUie a

variety of kindsoi i'deas, to shift:from-one apprOach tO another,

or,. to use a variety of Strategies." Originali!v'is defined. is:

"the subject's ability to produce ideas that,.are away ..froo the

obvious., commonplace b-anal, or established;" (Torrance. 1966)

Under typiclal administration procedurei of the TTCT, prior

to opening-their Aest, booklets subjects .arei reAd a set of

instrUctiOns-.. ahOut .-,how to perform in aeneral For this

g*perioent, the four treatmehtt consisted of three:variants

these instrUctioni plus the standard set. Inserted.in each test

booklet was e'coroy of the treatment instructions.. In addition to

'these instructions, alLtest booklets had a set of directions

printe\J at the too of the oaae.thit were,saecific to the. Unusual

Uses Activity. Atten opening their booklets, subjects read alOng

as the experimenter read both sets (treatment instructions 4nd

activity instructions) aloud, The "activity instructions" that-

were common to all, treatments were:.

-_"Mosto peaple throw their empty cardbOard boxes away, but
they have thousands of-interesting and uwuaL, uses. I

the spaces below 4nd on the next Page,. -as, many o
these interesting and unutuat uses a you can think of.
Do hot limit 0:ourself to,any one-size otkbox. YOu may
use as many boxes as you like. Do pot limit yourself to .

tbe _,uses you :have,seen or'heard about; think aboutHas
many. new, Uses at you cad."

A
The unique instructions given to Treatment j were the

.

standard. ,instructions:typically.given to Aest,takers as a guide

to performance on Ahe TTCT (Torrance:. 1966a). :This treatment was

viewed a a Control grouts. This grouq's instructions were:

"The ittiyity in this booklet will give you a chnce to
use your imagination in thinking up ideas and putting
them into words. There sire no "right" or "wrong'
answers like there are in most things that we do. We
want you to see how many ideas you can think of and we
thfrok will' find this fun. Try to think of
interest Ago unusual, and clever ideas-,-somtething that
no one e se will think of,'

The above set of instructions contains four sentences. An

analysis of the content of these sentences was used to design the

three variant instruction sets for Treatments II. III. and Ty.

The first sentence was viewed as a general istroduction to the

task and was essentially left intact in the three variants. The



J
csecond sentence was iiiewed_ as encouraging, test t kers to 6e

")-

unrestricted in their responses. We interprett d thethird .

sentence as Olacing,importance on th:e number'of respo es and .as

encouraging enjoyment. We viviled the fourth sentence s .somewhat

restrictive; .by virtue of its emphasis on the u i ueness of

responSes.

Treatment ii. the first variant. -was designe -to be

,considerably more restrictive than the standard s t, These:

instructions were:

"The activity in this booklet will Give you a chance to
think of idgas and put them into words. we uroe yOu to
concern yOugself with the p acticality and
reasonableness of your ideas."

Were, the first sentence deleted the reference to one's

imagination. Also, deleted were references both tb the numberof

ideas and tal.enjoying the task ,The "unioueness" restriction in

the Standard instructions w'as altered to beeven mote restrictive

tay, asking test takers to only. 'attend to "practical ahd

reasonable" ideas.

Treatment III, the iecond variant, was designed to emphasise

the "number-of ideas" aspect of the standard instructions. This

set was:
,

"The activityin this booklet will give you a chance to
use your imagination in thinking up ideas and putting
them into words. We want you to see how many ideas, you
can think of for this activity." \j

'The last variant. Treatment IV, was desioned to be an

expanded version, of the standard instructions that would more

'strongly urge people to include unique ideas, This set read as

follows:

"The activity in this booklet will (rive you a chance to
use your imagination in thinking up ideas and putting
them into words. W4 have found itheloful to encouraoe
people to- use their imagination while doing this
aptivity. .Remember, this is A test of creativity and
that means there are no right" or "wrono answers.
Feet free to include ALL your ideas. no matter. how
impractical or silly they may .seem to you.

"Our experience has been that whether or not you
ARE creative is not as important as whether or not you
Th/NX . YOU ARE creative. Thus, we strongly uroe you to
adopt a Posture of being creative. to,think of yourself.
as a creative person, to imaoine how a creative person

- might Remember, we re interestted in answers
that ke you took as creative as. possible, so try try
to t ink , ofAre interesting, unusual, and clever
ideas--somethAfg that no one else will think of.

1
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1, S.

PP,

VRamember to relax. lo. think of yoursel as a
creative Person. to record all you.r ideas-no matter how
unusual, weird, or illogical thtat may. sexm, anda HAVE
FUN!" b

-Our eitpectation vas th.at Treatment 1I Vould be the, (uwest.

storing group on the Ihree,scales of yluener. Flexibility, and

urionatity; that Treatment III would be the Ailattest on Fluency

ond Flexibility: that Treatment ;V /would 'Oe the higest on,
/-

Originality; ancrthat.Treatment I (Control) would show median

perforixance on oll)hree 'scales.

All test situationl were administered by .the same

experimenter. Thl standard time limit for 'this activity XaS

adhered to. -Test booklets'Idece numbeied only, and subjects werle
, 7

, told that their perforMance would remain anonymous arts' would in
o

rio way affect their grade i7pShe course., :

Test booklets were scored by the Torrante.Tests Scoring

servide. The Searing Service was informed neither c)f the nature

of Ihe study nor', of the coding scheme for nuXbering the tett

Looklets.
7' RESUlT,S IC

Raw score means and standard deviations for the four 'groups,,

um each of the three scales are presented in Table I. Because

the TTCT Norms-Technical Manual CTorrante,' 1966b1 "recommend(sk

thal users base their inlerpretations on the. three...verbal

scores" (p. 72), and because-our hypotheses ab,out the relat4ve

-performance of the four groupt were based on A.:hese scales. threx

insert Tables I & II aboUt here
eel

univariate F tests were performed to test for differences among

the four groups. These results are shown in 'Table II.

inspectiOn of Table, I indicates ,that our hypotheses were

generally borne out. The major discreoency was that Treatment I

(Control) performed lowest on all ,thr,ee scales. Aside from this.

however, Treatment /I was the lowest of the three variant oroups

on each of the three scales; Treatment III was the highest of all

groups on Fluency and Flexibility; and Treatment Iv was the

highest on Originality. The ANOVA F-tests indicated that

significant uroup differences Occurred on all the .scales.
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However. the anoitalous Performance of Treatment I was ouzzlino,

Why, for exam0e, dtict this:group score tower on Fluency ilisn the'

more restricted Treatmentl/? An attemot to better under2tand

this phenomenon and -the high within-cells torrelations'between
-

th:e scales (see Table in) led us to i.multivafiate analysis of

insert jabte III about here

Ake data. The considerable owerlappince" of. the traits being

measured, as evidenced by the high intercorrelations among the

scales, suggested that there were pot three distinct climensions

to . .TTCT perfOrmance. Hotelling't 1-souered statistic- was

computed for contrasts comparing the three warian't ,treateNts

with the Control treatment. Critical.lialues mere obtained using

d mOltivariate extension of the univariate Dunnett test, which
,

simultaneously tontro6s 'for Type I error and is, consequently,

wore powerful than the f-test usually rePorted with T-sooared

statistics (Higazi and Dayton. 1982), The III vs, I contrast

, resulted in a T-sguare=16.83 (p<.01),; for IV vs.

T-square=13.44 (p(.05);, and for II vs. I, T-sQuare=7:28 (o).(15).

Oven .that there were'signiCicani differences between two of the

three variant treatments almd 'the Control. the Question of the

.natore of these differences arose, A discriminant analysi,s was

performed and resUlted in two,significant functions (p('.001 and

p<600.6) and one non-significant function (o(.625). The

coriclat ions between the two significant functions and the

vriginat TTCT scales are shown in Table IV. These correlations

insert Table /V & Figure 1 about here
--

suggest that the first function is primarily composed of

Flexibility and fluency with a sizable contribution from

uriginality. Recalling how the TTCT scales are defined, this

function appears to measure how many different ideas one has and

the number of ideas one*has. t.
Th'e high correlation of Oritinality

with both Fluency and Flexibility (Table III) suggests that that .

Portion of , Originality that correlates with Fluency and

flexibility is also part of this first function, The second,

10
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function iS most highlycorrelated with Originality, and nearly

uncorrelated with both Flexibility and Fluency.' Remembering how

Originality is -defined, this function Seems to distinguish

oetween those who have\lcomgon and'6anal fdeas and those who _have

unique and unusual ideas, quite apart from the number of,-or

differences between, At's resdonses. Plots of the orouo' 006anS.'

in the 2-space of the Cliscriminant.variables are presented In

Figure 1. Oere, it can be seen t-hat the mAjor difference between

Treatment III and Control is determined by'. the first function.

Necalling that group III was uroed to tOme ut) with.as many ideas

,as they could this difference makes sense. Treatmegt dAffer$

from,Control on both the first function (though not by as much as

does Treatment III) and the ycond function. Tivis was the oroup

that was urged to record all'their ideai ,no matter how illooical

thei seemed. It appears that these instrmctions resulted in

merformance that yielded more ideas and,,.atlhe Same time, more
,/ ,T1

unique ideas than did the Contra-wl- -Instructions. Treatment II

udei not appear to be very, distinct from the Control in this

,

O.

i
4-space and this is supported by. Our finding no Significant

4

uifferente gere. This group's variant inSiructions ,iwere a
4,.,_

recommendation to 'think of ideas that were.- practical- and

reasonable. It can be argued that 'this set of restrictions is

-not unlike'the standard illstrbctions which place rettriction on
,

Tesponsesr ("Try ta think of interesting. unusuat., and ciever
..

ideassomething th'at no one e(se mitt fhink of")..

In fact, the number of restrictions thittwere out uoon

oppropetate responses may have, been a\critital factor in this-

study. Group III was given the least restrictfve instructions,
,

t

resultino in the hiahest (overall) scores. Treatment IV, while

:encouraged to include al,l ideas, was restricted by directioni to

"think of interesting, unusual and clever ideas". This group

scOred the next most creative of ,the four. The standard

instruttlons (Treatment I) had the same restrictionso"as Treatment

1

IV,yet did not

4

ave the encouraoement that the layer oroup tad.

Lack of a 4111gnificant difference between Tieatments I Lind II

supports the observation that both of these low-scorino orouos
. ,

,



were simillety restricted.

DISCUSSION

We are 'aware that this study has some limitations and that

its- results should -be vfewecrin light Oi them.* First, thecentire

TTCT battery of tests Was not used; We.only used Activity 5 of

the_Werbal Form A, While one ight susoect that the results

would generalize' to'the entire battery, fureher study usink alt

the activities is called for. Second, the egntrol groug for'thc4

study Was not a true control, in that its treatment dewiated :from*

standard administration practices fo,,the tTCT.- Subjects in this

study were given copies of the test instructions while-staodirrd

practice is to have the instructions 'read to--,them. Aoain, ,one

might suspect that having the'exOerimenter read the instructions

would allow for moye expectaney effects-than providina subject*

with their own instructions would. Finalty, intact groups.were

randomly assigned and degrees of freedom. were ,based upon 'An

assumption of randowassignment of subiects to groups. ,Analysis

of test scores covering course material (swizzes. u4dterms.

fina,IS, Projects) revealed no academic differenses between the.,

groups, and we can ihink of no iolicrelling reason to support the

notion that the Oroups had pre-existing differences on creativity

dimensions. Keeping these points in mind. we suagest the'

(ollPwilio conclusions.

First, two.of thr three variant treatment ,groups differed

significantly from tile Control .group. ' This sugoeils that

performance on the TTCT i(s extrememly sensitiveto the response

set under which test Iakers operate, It would be 'patently absurd

to claim that our instruCtionS to the'groups actually altered

their basic ability to be creative. Our data suggest "that what

.test ,takers think is being asked for will Pave a profound effect,

on how they will Perform. Secondly, this ProbAem is confounded

. to( the fact that Most applications of the TICT are not ublind"--

studies, and that in very many caSes the test administrator Vs

well aware of ihe results that are desired. Thus. strond'effects

12
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due both to the experimenter -expectancies -and to subjects'

respqnse sets cannot be'ruled out.
~

,Third, there do not appear to be three distinct ,creatiwitly

traits measured by the -TTCT. 'Our data suggest that'there are-

only two didensions to creativity. ,Cicireklf ( 1964) and Lona and

,Nenderson,(1964) have a(so reported high correlations between the
r

TTCT scales.of Fluency, FCexibility and 00ginality (rangihg from

.60 to a80).: We agree with Thorndikes (1972) observation 'that

"the evidence Of consistently different meaning for the fluency,

and originatity scores is aldost vanishinaAy small",

and feel thht a hivariate approach to data analysis can be

misleading. ,We reioidend that researchers be very cautious when

interpretting.TTCT scale scores is being measures Of the iraits

as defined in the test manual.. ,

Our first point seems to be the most critical one. The

degree to which test takers feel restricted or-encouraged on the

responses Ipay welt have a critical efirect on their performance.

-That our -modest ,treatments mere able to induce significant

diffeTences in creativity performance is' puite striking. One way

to interpret these differences is to view our treatmints as

"mini" training programs on how to.be creattve. Our data suggest

ihat reseachers,interested in evaluating the effectiveness of

creativity training cannot use a,base- line of. "no Change" as h

nVII.criterion. aur findings indicate that the "no pdifference"

condition for the Torrance Tests.may have an inherent variability

of 'at least: one standard deviation (see Table I). It is known

that experimental subjects 'may react to an experisen r's

expectations (Orne, 1969; Rosenthal, 1969). Our findi the

extreme sensitivity-of the TTCT to exiierimenter-induced r onse

sets leads us to conclude that even under conditions rirous
control, studies using the Torrance Testt should be viewed with

extreme caution. Not only may the results be a methodological

artifact, but the interpretation of creativity as a "real"

,

internal characteristic of a person is subject to suspicion,

1 13
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Oft

Fluency Fleilbilitr OrikinalitY

Fn., 1. t -.859 -.906 J678
Pilo 2 : -.156 -.345 - 662

Table IV: Correlations betlieen discriminant
functions-and TTCT-scales.

v*.

Hi Flax
El Flu

Trt. II
(.249-.17)

98° )

Figure ie Plots of group means on 14.001sTA4
discriminant functions., -
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FLUENCY FLEXIBILITY ORIGINALITY
,

Treatment I MEAN: 22.53 11.63 23.76

.
n = 49 S.D.: 8.06 5:46 10.90

Treatment II . MEAN: 24,00 12.-65 . i8.20
n = 49 S.D.: 7.28 2.78 12.18

Treatment III MEAN: 29,22 14.35 31.09
n = 46 S.D.: 9.78, '3.42 11.05

-
Treatment IV MEAN: 27.54 13:81 .32.67

S.D.: 10,64 1.48 14.47

./
' Table I: Means and standard deviations for the 4 groups

qn, each of the 3 TTCT scales:

'ITTCT Scale Mean Square Error 4' (3.194)

Fluency 82.270 5.602.

FleXibility 10.913 6.672

Originality 151.625 5.068 .

I) less than

,001

,001

.002

Tabl II: Univariate F-tests tor grouP differences
on each of the 3 scales.

'!1

Fluency

Flexibility

Originality

Flu Flex Orig:

1.000

1.000

.687

.838

1.000

.749

TebIe III: Within-cells Correlations among
- the scales.

1.7


